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GLIMPS
VIRTUAL STYLING SHOW

Registration Date :- 24/10/2020 to 26/10/2020

Free Entry
Result Date :- 31/09/2020

Videos goes on our Instagram :- 31/10/2020



 

National Institute of Fashion Technology, Jodhpur presents you GLIMPS THE VIRTUAL 
FASHION SHOW. 

It would be small competition where people from different Universities and cities can 
participate and showcase the hidden stylist and model from their within. 

Where the competition would be on the Theme “Modernisation of Fashion 
Subcultures”. It would mouldy be judged on the basis of one’s: 
• Way of Styling 
• Walk 

ABOUT GLIMPS :-

JUDGES :-
The video will be judge by our judges.(Note : It won't be on the basis of likes but 
participants needs to follow our Instagram page and also of our sponsors and they need to 
share their videos once it uploaded.) 

HOW TO REGISTER :-
The participants are requested to share their videos which  would we of maximum 3 
minutes and their video will be posted on our Instagram page. 
The video submission should be done before 31st of October and result will be declared 
on 05th of November. 
Participants needs to register by the Google form which will be shared on the GLIMPS 
Instagram page for the competition only first 40 participants will get the chance of 
participating. 
After registering the participants would be getting a google drive link and confirmation 
mail. 
There would be no entry fee comes first serve first will be the code for GLIMPS. 

PRIZES :-
Top three winners would be getting a gift hampers from our sponsors.  
1st price would be Rs.2000 Cash + VLCC Voucher worth Rs.1300 + Gift Hamper + 
Certificate from National Institute of Fashion Technology, Jodhpur 
2nd price would be VLCC Voucher worth Rs.999 + A customised gift by Craftooholics + 
Gift Hamper 
3rd price would be VLCC Voucher worth Rs.999 + customised set off Mask by Life Of 
Bliss + Gift Hamper. 
And all the other participants will be getting conditional Vouchers of 50% Off on a 
purchase of 1000 by VLCC. 



Participants need to make a video by choosing any one or more Fashion subculture 
either from the internet or from our Instagram page. 
Style the subculture in a modernised form. 
Minimum three styles are required for the video. 
Participants need to style up and make a nice video with a walk. 

Thank You

RULES :-


